Voltage & Current Monitor

Input Range +/- 512 mV fs

Max 312

Max 312

Title Voltage & Current Monitor

Size Number 608-262-9698 Rev 1.00

Date Oct 1995 Drawn by jhg

Filename PWR1.S03 Sheet 3 of 10
Internal battery must be above 12V before the system will power up. The system will power down if the internal battery gets below 9.8V.

Note: D606 parallels the protection circuit for the Altera FPGA pin.

Multiple Sources: Ground for power down. Apply 6-12V to turn on.
Auxillary Switching
External Power Switching Module

Heat Sink These Parts
Surface: MTB50P03HDL
T0- 220: MTP50P03HDL

Title External Power Switching
Size A
Number 608- 262- 9698
Rev 1.00
Date Sept 1995
Drawn by jhg
Filename EXTSW.S01
External Power Switching Module

Heat Sink These Parts
Surface: MTB50P03HDL
Top: 220: MTP50P03HDL

Title: External Power Switching

Size: A
Number: 608-262-9698
Rev: 1.00

Date: Sept 1995
Drawn by: jh
Filename: EXTSW.S01
Sheet 1 of
External Power Switching Module

Heat Sink These Parts
Surface: MTB50P03HDL
To-220: MTP50P03HDL